
Let’s look at how to set up our design files and consider how to best prepare them for collaboration. 
This will not only make team working smoother but will also keep our files future proof  ツ

TEAM WORK ROCKS \m/ 

file setups for easy collaboration.

FILE SETUP FILE SHARING
1. vector or bitmap 
2. dimensions + units 
3. colour

1. name your layers 
2. outline fonts 
3. collect into folder



FILE SETUP vector or bitmap1

?
Considering the nature of the visual and final output/use.

— a logo?  
— an icon or icon set? 
— a feature image for use as banner? 
— a texture to be used as background image? 
— an illustration or a photographic visual?



vector or bitmap1
vector

zoom 400%

image quality remains unaffected,
clean vector lines

bitmap

zoom 400%

image quality shows pixellation,
bitmap deterioration



vector or bitmap1
Considering the nature of the visual and final output.
VECTOR BITMAP
clean lines/flat colour/scalable photographic detail/rich colour blends
— a logo ✔  
— an icon or icon set ✔ 
— an illustration ✔ 
— a texture if clean pattern ✔

— a photographic visual ✔ 
— a texture with photographic detail ✔



vector or bitmap — choosing the app.1
Considering the workflow within the team.

Which file formats are easy for collaboration?  
Any app preference common to everyone? 

Finding file formats for team work / agreeing on feedback-only approaches. 

Being prepared to output to different formats for flexible working.

What matters is comfortable working and being flexible.

PNG JPG

SVG

RAW



Remember that apps are merely tools after all   ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

VECTOR BITMAP

Affinity Designer Adobe IllustratorInkscape Sketch Affinity Photo Adobe PhotoshopKrita Gimp

vector or bitmap — choosing the app.1



?
Considering final output and use of the design.

FILE SETUP dimensions + units2
— used for print as well as onscreen display? 
— online presentation only for specific site/app? 
— used on website and other online accounts? 
— any specific sizes required for final version?



dimensions + units2

Don’t worry  
about presets!



Making our own decisions, setting what works for the project

PRINT
— work in cm or inches as preferred 
— set the required size,  
    or choose papersize from presets

DIGITAL DISPLAY
— work in pixels! 
— use aspect ratios as guides

Do not plan to design for devices sizes at the early stages of 
work. Presets can be useful later on ~ but initially, begin with 
dimensions that fit the design work.

dimensions + units2



artboard size: 512px x 512px 
= largest icon size,  
used for icons in app stores 
as well as profiles on  
online accounts

example: icon design — aspect ratio 1:1

Start with large size 

TIP:

+ edit for small versions

icon size:  
square 1:1 
multiples of 8px

dimensions + units2



example: webpage feature image — aspect ratio 5:2
artboard size: 1600px x 640px 

= image use: promotional slider, 

size as required by site design for 
images within header; final output 
to 1200x480px, optimised as JPG.  

online: toplipkit.co.uk

dimensions + units2



FILE SETUP colour3
Considering final output and use of the design.
PRINT
Typical requirement: CMYK 
(talk to the printer to confirm colour specs)

DIGITAL DISPLAY
Always work in RGB! 
(all monitors use RGB with varying profiles)

Essential to start in the right colour space! 
If the design is to be used for both print and digital display, work in the colour 
space required by the primary output, then recalibrate for the other.



RGBCMYK

colour3
PRINT

✔

WEB



Making our files easy to view and work with.
★   use layers to separate elements into groups as fitting 
★   place grids/guides/rulers on their own layer 
★   keep phrasing of layer names short and succinct 
★   avoid generic or ambiguous names 
★   include clear hints to the visuals in the naming

FILE SHARING name your layers1



name your layers1
example: logo + icon designs in varying versions

online: genericvisuals.leeds.ac.uk



example: logo + icon designs in varying versions

name your layers1



example: logo + icon designs in varying versions

name your layers1



Working with fonts - share files or outline all text.

1. share font files (inc license)  
if text is to be worked on as part of the collaboration, then this is the only option. All 
collaborators will need to install the fonts in use. 

2. outline all text elements 
if text does not require editing, the this option allows for the design to be viewed 
and worked on without the need to install the font.

FILE SHARING outline your fonts2
Editable text will require the font to be installed, font substitution will occur  
if font file is missing ~ changing the appearance of the design.!



editable font outlined font

! requires installed font

no font needed, 
text now editable  
as shape

outline your fonts2



Collect all files into a folder, compress & share.

1. consider all needed components and collect into a folder 
layered/editable file • reference images • font files 

2. name the folder 
using a meaningful name, label the folder so that is easy to assume its content. 

3. compress the folder & share 
ZIP files are lighter to send via any means and will download faster.

FILE SHARING collect into folder3
Making it easy for everyone to work with our files ツ



logoDesign-v01 logoDesign-v01.zip

& share

collect into folder3
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